W10724 Tic Tac Win Instructions
Contents:
1 – Foam Game Board
5 – Foam X’s (2 blank, and 1 each with a number 1, 2 or 3 printed on it)
5 – Foam O’s (2 blank, and 1 each with a number 1, 2 or 3 printed on it)
Classic Tic-Tac-Toe Instructions:
One player selects the “X” the other the “O” game pieces. In the first game the youngest player goes first and places one of his game
pieces on the board in one of the 9 available spots. Players then alternate turns, placing one of their game pieces on an unoccupied
space on the game board. The first player to get three pieces in a row, horizontally, vertically or diagonally wins the game. If neither
player is able to get three pieces in a row, the game is a draw. If additional games are played, players should alternate which player
goes first for each new game.
Tic Tac Win Instructions:
Game Pieces: Only the 3 numbered X’s and O’s are used in this game. Set the 2 blank pieces of each type aside.
Object: The goal is still to get 3 pieces in a row. Unlike Tic-Tac-Toe, which often ends in a tie, in this game play keeps going until
someone breaks the tie.
Set-Up: Decide which player will be the X’s and which will be the O’s. After each game, players should switch their game pieces.
O’s will go first in each game.
Game Play: Players alternate placing their pieces on the board in numerical order. Meaning that, the O that is marked with the
number 1 is placed on the game board first in any of the nine available spaces. This is followed by the X marked 1, then the O
marked 2, the X marked 2, the O marked 3 and finally the X marked 3. Should 3 in a row occur within any of the first 6 moves, that
player wins!
Should the first 6 moves result in a draw or stalemate, play continues in numbered sequence. The O marked with the number 1 must
be picked up and placed in any open space on the board, except in the place from which it was just picked up (this is true for all pieces
that are moved in the future moves in the game). If this does not result in a win for the O player, then the X player must pick up their
piece marked with the number 1 and place it down in any open space on the board. Play continues in sequence with players picking
up their numbered pieces and placing them back down in order until one player is able to get 3 of their pieces in a row, horizontally,
vertically, or diagonally.
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